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Format - Continued
. Safety distances
. Where are permit to work systems

essentiaf in working with flammabfe
substances?

. Permit examples [from petroleum works
controll
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Format of the presentation
by David Athersmith

. Start with my work and interests - just a
few photographs

. The hazards of petroleum/flammable
substances

. lntroduction to Hazardous Area
Classification

' Can you identify hazards?
. The importance of Area Classification

Hazards of petroleum

. Characteristics
' Aviation kerosene - Jet A1
. Classification of petroleum products
. Discussion on hazards

Theme

. How can safety be assured?
' Safety culture engages all members of an

enterprise
. Does assuranc€ start with management

and professionalism?
. Responsibility can be a complicated entity

- some want it, some avoid it. With
hazardous installations absolute clarity is
essential.



Characfensfibs:
. Specific gravrty of liquid
. Vapour density compared to air
' Boiling point
. Vapour pressure
. Freezing point
. Flash point
. Lor€r flammable limit
. Auto ignition temperature

. ln the context of today's subject what do you
think are the most impoftant characteristics?
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ux. So......which characteristic of ftpetroleum
product fthat is in liquid form aLgmbient
temperaturel do you think deterpines its
flammability? o
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Petroleum classes are determined
by Flash Point [P ClassificationJ

. Class | - >21 Deg C

. Class ll (f ) 21 to 55

. Class ll (2) *

. Class lll (1) >55 to 100

. Class lll (2) *

. Unclassified > 100

. * As Class 1 if held above flash point

Explosive Limits
. These are also known as Flammable

Limits
. There ie a range for each product

comprising the Lower and Upper
Flammable Limits [LFL and UFL]

. The LFL for jet fuel is 48 gm per cubic
metre [b also 48 mille grams per litre] ot
air

Why are explosive limits important?

. We must avoid explosive atnospheres

. 1o/o of LFL is a limitation oR tank entry
conditione for hot uork

. But it is not the only limitation... ......if
there is low LEL but therc is fuelpresent
there is sf/ an explosive hazad - see fhe
next slide
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. lf a fuel is heated above its flash point it will
present the same explosive hazard as does
petrof

. lt is therefore essentialto avoid introducing heat
and sources of ignition to fuels, e.g. by welding
on a tank or container that contains fuel residues
or enclosed pockets of fuel

. Thn slrde Gptac€s tie "old oil sncFq/e i€,nk" pictum used rn tie
pe,sentation

Why Area Classification?

. To help to prevent Fires and Explosions
occurring

. DSEAR Regulation 5:

. employers must consider the risks caused
by the release of dangerous substances
into the working environment

Introduction to Area
Classification..., ..r

' Why area clesslfication?
. An airfield example
. The importance of Area Classification
. Approaches to arca classlficatlon
, Who ls rcsponsible for arca

classification?
. Continuity of compliance with the

Dangercus Substance€ Exploeive
Atmos phe res Regulations IDSEARI

When considering risks
employers should include:

. Unavoidable releases

. lntentional releases

. Foreseeable releases

Employers must:
. ldentify all possible ignition sources in

areas where dangerous substances are
present

. Assess where ignilion sources have
potential to cause fire, explosion or
chemical decomposition which could
adversely affect the safety of people

Employers must afso... .

. Introdu@ measures to prevent those
ignition sources occuring where they
could cause harm to people and ensure
that they do not come into contact with
dangerous substances or explosive
atmospheres
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Please see it you can identify any
potential sources of release , and

any possible/potential ignition
sources

. An airfield example... ... .

The importance of area
classification. . .

. lt is the foundation for safe opention of
potentially hazardous arcaa

. enablEs DSEAR compllance to be achieved
' Under classiftcation pub people and

facilities at risk
. Over classification spends money on

unneceasary equipment, inspectione,
maintenance and prooess downtime

Practice can be challenging.....
. There can be pressures to over classify

through an insufficient understanding of
the consequences of doing so - for
example, non-specific generic
classification, rather than a bespoke
technically based approach

. But, a failure to classify a potentially
explosive atmosphere can be fatal to
people and the enterprise

Area classification for explosive
atmospheres consisting of a mixture

with air of dangerous substances in the
form of gas vapour or

mist.
. Zorte 0- atmosphere is present

continuousry, br bng perbds or @uenfy
. Zone 1 - atmosphere is likely to occur

occaslonally
. T'olne 2 - atmosphere is not lkely to occur

in nonnal openatlon hrt" if it dos, will
persist for a short perbd only

The approaches to Area
Classification

. Introduction

. Classification by direct example

. Individual Point Sources

. Influence of ventilation
, Risk based approach
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Introduction - Energy Institute
Publications

- Model code of safe practice for the
petroleum industry: Part 15 3rd Edition :
AREA CLASSIFICATION CODE FOR
INSTALLATIONS HANDLING
FLAIUTABLE FLUIDS

- Calculations in Support of lP 15: Nov
2001

- A RISK BASED APPROACH TO AREA
CLASSIFICATION : Nov. 1998

Classification by direct
example

. Glassification solutions are covered in lP
15 for many common operations:

. Bottom loading of a petrol tanker is shown
as an example

Bottom Loading... ..
s

. . .  . ,
t;

. This topic is covered in lP 15 Chapter 5
and gives typical radii for point source
releases using dispersion calculation
methods

The methodology is to :

. ldentiff point sources

. Determine the grade of release and fluid
category

. Establish zone classification

. Determine hazard radius

. Determine the hazardous area



Grade of release

Continuous - over 1000 Hrs/year

Primary - 10 to 1000 Hrs/year

Secondary - below 10 Hrslyear

Risk based approach
. This does not apply to continuous or

primary releases that are assigned Zone 0
or Zone 1

Infl uence of Ventilation :

. Ventilation can be designed to difute a
potential release of a flammable
substance such that the Zone that would
be assigned without ventilation, is reduced

Fluid Categories

Flammable liquid that forms a

Flammabfe liquid, not Cat. A, at
a temperature for boiling on
release
Flammable liquid, not Cat. A or
B, above its flash point, or in

Oategory Brief Dascription

G(i) Methane rich naturalgas

G(ii) Refinery hydrogen

Risk based approach
. lt applies to Zone 2 and enables the extent

of the Zone 2 hazardous area to be
calculated [sources of ignition outside of
the hazardous area, could then be
albwedJ

. lt is the risk to individuals that is assessed
and so the time people spend in the
hazardous area is a factor
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Factors include

. Risk to individual of 1.OE€&ear for an
onshore plant uorker [based on 10olo of
the tndividual Risk figure as reported to
apply in the offshore industryl

. Probability of lgnition at the Zone 2
boundary

. The Exposure of the worker to potential
sources of release

. Tables of Hazard Radii for various
equipment point source releases are
available.

. From this the Hazard Radius data can be
used b define the extent of the Zone 2
area.

How is DSEAR compliance
assured?

. Engineered area classification

. Equipment selection

. Equipment inspection and maintenance

. Review of area classification, have processes
and/or operations changed?

. Have DSEAR risk assessments been
completed?

' Othelwise, how can w1B assur€ explosive
safety?

\Mrere might we need permit to
work systems?

. For wotks on installafrbns where
flammable goods arc processed or stored
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Release frequency

. The risk based approach allows a check to
be made on a chart of:

. ignitlon probabilrty at the Zone 2
boundary against:

. the Probability of Exposure of a person

Area Classification

. Who is responsibfe?

. The "employer' is responsible for DSEAR
' ls the co-ordination of design and

operationalfactors the way to discharge
the responsibifities?

. Can you help the responsibb peson to
discharge his/her full responsibilities?



What are the essentials of the
system:

. Management system

. Competent personnel operating the
system

. Clear understanding of responsibilities

h.litu8ifi.tsr*
fi**lhbB

Potol&ilt

Yellow book:
. Permit officers known as Authorised Persons

tAPl- are experienced technicians appointed
after petroleum training

. Thev are selected bv Authorisinq Enqineers
IAEI usually Professional Engin-eers]who
inefiior, auciit and support a n-umber bf AP's

. AE's are assessed by a senior person for
suitability for the role, who also provides
mentoring, support and audit

Permit Example
' The permit example is the "Hazardous Area

Permif of the yellow book
. The work controlled through this permit is non-

hazardous maintenance work in the hazardous
area. The work is under permit control to ensure
that ignition sources are not introduced and that
actions to release flammable substiances are
prevented [See PDF aftachment]

. A more detailed permit is used for "hazardous
works in hazardous areas" this is called a
Restricted Area Permit

I

Yellow Book System
. The manager responsible for a facility is

not expected to be a petroleum works
safety expert hence the need for:

. Permit Officers who are trained in the
hazards of petroleum and who are
selected for aptitude and works
experience

Yellow Book System:

. Consider the impact of the work activity on other
operations, processes or activities in discussion
with the AP

' The manager then formally authorises for the
work... ..see Notification List...

' The AP prepares the work permits
. The Person in Charge of the works receives the

permit and complies with the requirements
. Clear'end of permit actions" are implemented
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